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Lesson Plan Description:

More than half of our population's low back pain is caused by tight and short muscles on the front side of the body.   Seems counterintuitive but here's 
how.

Your quadriceps and psoas muscles, on the front side of you body, are hip flexors that allow your hips to bend forward.  When these muscles are 
short and tight, they can pull your pelvis forward, causing compression and therefore pain in your low back.

And the reason our front body muscles are short and tight?  Probably too much sitting.  Sitting is the new smoking! So let's get up and stretch to help 
relieve your back pain.

Do these stretches 2-3 times per day for a hold of 30-60 seconds each. Remember to breathe while you hold the postures.  
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Image Pose Description Modifications Precautions

Standing 

Side 

Stretch

Stand in Mountain. Raise right arm above head. Stretch over to left. Repeat on other 

side.

Benefits: Stretches sides of torso (Quadratus Lumborum or QL muscle) and spine. 

Balances elevated pelvis.

Rest arm on 

top of head if 

there is 

shoulder pain.

High 

Lunge

From Mountain, step left foot back, stay on toes and bend right knee over right ankle. 

Hands on thigh. Lengthen spine. Gently tighten abs and drop tail bone to neutralize the 

pelvis. Repeat with left leg forward.

Alternatives: Low Lunge with hands on either side of the front foot. Use blocks under 

hands if the floor is too far away to keep spine long.

Benefits: Lengthens psoas muscles.

Arms 

overhead.

 

Low Back Pain



Image Pose Description Modifications Precautions

Standing 

Backbend

Start in Mountain. Place palms on low back, fingers point down. Squeeze thighs and 

buttocks. Soften knees, press hips forward and arch upper torso back. Gaze forward. 

Use arms to support weight. Keep legs and buttocks engaged. Squeeze upper 

back/shoulder blades together. To release keep legs, buttocks and arms strong.

Benefits: Stretches sides of torso, spine. Stimulates abs. Opens heart and chest.

Drop head 

back - 

keeping head 

and neck in 

line with 

spine.

Back or 

neck injury.

Dancer 

(wall)

Face a wall. Come into Mountain Pose. Find a point to gaze at. Shift weight onto right 

leg. Hold left ankle or foot. Extend right hand to wall. Bring left knee in line with right 

and point knee down. Press gently into your hand with left foot and role left shoulder 

back and down. Switch sides.

Alternatives: Standing backbend.

Benefits: Lengthens quadricep muscles. Opens chest. Balance. Balance tilt of pelvis.

Strap around 

front of foot.

Back injury.

Frog Start on hands and knees. Knees wide apart. Inside edges of feet touch mat (angle of 

knees and ankles no greater than 90 degrees). Lower onto forearms. Back of neck long. 

Gaze down. Relax belly but keep low back neutral. Soften heart. Shoulder blades draw 

towards one another. Gently align hips over knees.

Benefits: Stretches inner thighs, groins, hips. Opens chest, shoulders.

Blanket under 

knees. Walk 

knees further 

apart (deepen 

stretch).

Knee injury.


